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The Impact of Digitalization Policies.
Evidence from Italy’s Hyper-depreciation of Industry 4.0 Investments
BARBARA BRATTA1, LIVIO ROMANO2, PAOLO ACCIARI3, FRANCESCA MAZZOLARI4
Abstract
This paper investigates the role played by hyper-depreciation of tangible assets, a fiscal incentive
introduced for the first time by the Italian Government in 2017, in sustaining private investments
in advanced digital technologies, and, indirectly, in affecting firms’ labor demand. By making use
of a unique firm-level dataset that links administrative records on tax returns and job flows with
information from company balance-sheets, the paper addresses the following questions: what was
the take-up of the fiscal incentive in its first year of implementation? What are the characteristics
of recipient firms? What is the impact of subsidized investments on firms’ hirings and
separations? Overall, the results of the analysis suggest that hyper-depreciation has been so far an
effective means to support the digital technology trasformation of the Italian production system
and that such transformation has had a positive net effect on employment.

L’articolo studia il ruolo avuto dall’iper-ammortamento di beni strumentali tangibili, un incentivo
fiscale introdotto dal Governo italiano a partire dal 2017, nel sostenere gli investimenti privati in
tecnologie digitali avanzate e, indirettamente, nell’influenzare la domanda di lavoro da parte delle
imprese italiane. Facendo ricorso a una base dati integrata unica nel suo genere, che unisce dati
amministrativi su dichiarazioni dei redditi e sui flussi di assunzioni e cessazioni di lavoro con dati
di bilancio, l’articolo affronta le seguenti domande di ricerca: qual è stato il tiraggio della misura
nel suo primo anno di implementazione? Come si caratterizzano le imprese beneficiarie
dell’incentivo? Quale impatto hanno avuto gli investimenti agevolati sui flussi di assunzioni e
cessazioni di personale dipendente delle imprese beneficiarie dell’incentivo? Complessivamente,
i risultati suggeriscono che l’iper-ammortamento abbia avuto un impatto positivo sulla
trasformazione digitale delle imprese italiane, e che ciò abbia prodotto un effetto netto positivo
sull’occupazione delle imprese coinvolte dalla misura.
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1. Introduction
The digital technology transformation occurring worldwide is expected to change the
nature of the current production systems, making them more inter-connected, automated
and smart. Continuing on the path towards convergence between physical and virtual
systems started with the advent of the ICT revolution in the ‘80s and ‘90s, the current
technological wave will become a key-driver of aggregate productivity growth, which in
turn is at the root of long-term economic progress (WEF, 2018a).
However, the pace of adoption of and adaption to the new technical advances in robotics,
electronics, computational science and telecommunications is nowadays very
heterogeneous both across and within countries and industries. This heterogeneity poses
societal challenges that share important features with other major innovation waves
observed in the past, at least since the advent of the first industrial revolution (Atkinson
and Ezell, 2019; Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2014).
On the one hand, while emerging digital technologies have the potential to start a new
process “of industrial mutation (…) that incessantly revolutionizes the economic structure
from within” (Schumpeter, 1942: 83), thus allowing more efficient means of production
to be used to fuel economic growth, it is very likely that, absent public corrective
mechanisms, not all socially beneficial investments will be undertaken. The reason is that
the disruptive and general-purpose nature of the current technological transformation
(often labeled as the 4th Industrial Revolution) exacerbates the risk that market
mechanisms do not offer on their own enough private incentives to undertake innovation.
Such risk is associated both with the existence of spillover effects that reduce the
possibility for firms to appropriate the returns of their investment efforts and with the
high ex-ante uncertainty regarding the very same quantification of these returns (Neubig
et al., 2016; Guellec and Panov, 2018).
On the other hand, once the process of digital transformation is initiated on a large scale,
new working opportunities will gradually emerge and many existing jobs will gain in
productivity, thus benefiting those individuals with complementary skills; but, at the same
time, this change in technological regime will also make humans redundant (or less
valuable) in occupations that can be easily performed by machines at lower costs. In other
words, technology will induce skill-biased labor demand shifts (Acemoglu and Autor,
2011; Arntz et al., 2016; Peralta-Alva and Roitman, 2018; WEF, 2018b). History suggests
2

that, in the long-run, the overall demand for labor will increase, benefiting the society as
a whole, but in the short- and medium-run social tensions may explode together with the
rising job polarization between winners and losers of the technological transformation,
undermining social cohesion and confidence towards democratic institutions (Autor,
2015).
Both challenges have already triggered in recent years public policy responses in all major
advanced economies. In particular, within the European Union many national
Governments have already adopted initiatives to support the uptake of advanced digital
technologies (hereafter also referred to as 4.0 technologies) and to strengthen their
industries, especially after the “Digitising European Industry” initiative launched in 2016
by the European Commission (EC, 2018). Most initiatives seek to improve the
competitiveness of the national manufacturing sectors, but they differ in many aspects
such as policy design, funding approach and implementation strategies, reflecting
different economic structures, institutional frameworks and social conditions.
Italy makes no exception to this international trend. Although later than German and
French initiatives, a multi-annual ambitious policy plan has been launched at the end of
2016 – labeled Industry 4.0 National Plan – to encourage domestic firms to adopt digital
technologies embedded in advanced machineries and equipment used in the production
process5. Central to this plan was the introduction of a fiscal incentive in the form of
enhanced tax depreciation allowances for the whole amortization period (the so-called
hyper-depreciation), granted to all Italian companies purchasing “smart” tangible goods,
instrumental to their digital transformation. Thus far, despite the strategic role attributed
to this industrial policy measure, as confirmed inter alia by the fact that it has survived
the change of two Governments occurred in 2018 and 20196, little – if any – is known
about the take-up rate of the measure, the characteristics of the beneficiary firms, as wells
as about the impact of the digital transformation of Italian firms on their demand for
labor7.
The scope of this paper is to give a first answer to these crucial questions, by making use
of a unique dataset built by Direzione Studi e Ricerche Economico Fiscali of the Italian
5

See Romano (2018) for a detailed description of the Italian multi-level digitization strategy.
The different Governments have confirmed the core of the measure, despite introducing some amendments in the
design.
7 The only analysis partially covering this subject has been commissioned in 2017 by the Italian Ministry of Economic
Development. It is based on qualitative data collected from a large sample of Italian companies. For details see MISEMET (2018).
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Ministry of Economy and Finance, in agreement with Centro Studi Confindustria, and in
collaboration with the Active Labor Market Policies National Agency (ANPAL). The
dataset covers the entire population of Italian companies and their workforce and allows
for an analysis of the economic relevance of the hyper-depreciation allowances
introduced for the fiscal year 2017.
We estimate that, in its first year, the hyper-depreciation measure concerned about 7
billion euros of private investments, out of which 83% originated from the manufacturing
sector. This amount is below the ex-ante 10 billion euros estimate of the Italian
Government, but it corresponds to around 8.5% of the average yearly private gross
investments in machinery and equipment (16% considering only the manufacturing
sector). The majority of recipient firms were small- and medium-sized, located in
Northern regions.
Controlling for their initial size, sector and geographical location, firms that invested in
(subsidized) digital technologies in 2017 are found to be ex-ante (as of 2016) more
productive (as measured by the revenues to employees ratio), more likely to invest in
R&D and in the acquisition of machinery and equipment, and to have higher returns on
investments (ROI) as well as lower levels of indebtedness.
Moreover, when restricting the analysis to a representative sub-sample of firms for which
specific information on previous adoption of ICT technologies and on the presence of
ICT specialists is available, it emerges that around 85% of firms that benefitted from
hyper-depreciation in 2017 had never invested in advanced digital technologies before.
This suggests that the fiscal incentive has triggered a significant change in the investment
strategies of the recipient firms.
The analysis also shows that, besides investing in tangible assets, Italian firms have also
invested in human capital with complementary skills8. Using propensity score matching
techniques to compare job flows before and after the 1st of January 2017 in firms
benefitting from hyper-depreciation of “smart” investments and in a control group of exante similar firms not having used the fiscal incentive, we estimate that for the “treated”
firms average monthly hires accelerated by 10.3% over the period Jan. 2017 - March 2019
relative to 2016, 3.0 percentage points more than the growth of hires observed in the
8

Griliches (1969) was the first author investigating the idea that physical capital and skilled labor are more
complementary than physical capital and unskilled labor. See also Duffy et al. (2004) and Krusell et al. (2000) on this
issue.
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“control” group. No statistically significant differences across the two groups, instead,
are found as regards to changes in separations. In terms of total employment growth, we
find a positive cumulative difference between the two groups of firms at the end of the
period of around 7 percentage points. As such, our analysis does not provide any
supporting evidence, at least at the firm level, to the hypothesis of job-destroying net
effect induced by the implementation of process innovations, in line with the general
conclusions in Lachenmaier and Rottmann (2011), Harrison et al. (2014) and Hall et al.
(2008).
The positive effect on employment is spread across the entire population of Italian firms
and workers, but with varying intensity depending on their specific characteristics. It is
stronger for large companies, and for those established in the North or in the South of
Italy; for younger individuals and especially for those employed as blue-collars in
medium-skilled occupations.
This latter result is apparently at odds with the “routinization” hypothesis that predicts
information technology to increase labor demand for the non-routine abstract tasks
generally performed by educated professionals and managers, and to lower demand for
the routine tasks that tend to be performed by moderately skilled workers (Autor et al.,
2003; Goos and Manning, 2007). However, it is still early to draw definitive conclusions
on this issue, as we lack sufficiently long time series to map the phenomenon in the
medium- and long-run and as we do not cover job flow dynamics referred to new business
ventures, which may have absorbed a disproportionately higher share of high-skilled
workers as compared to established firms.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive study that documents, using
firm-level data, the impact of the new digital technology transformation on the labor
market. In fact, discussions on the relationship between digital innovations and
employment changes have been based so far on empirical evidence of past process
innovations, not directly related to the current digital technology transformation and often
not even to ICT9.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the many data sources
that are used and merged to answer the different research questions addressed in this
work; section 3 describes in details the characteristics of the hyper-depreciation measure
9
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and it shows how the estimates of the overall amount of subsidized investments in 2017
have been retrieved from firms’ tax declarations; section 4 documents the ex-ante
characteristics of the firms that benefitted from the fiscal incentive in 2017; section
5investigates the degree of complementarity between investments in physical and human
capital, and section 6 concludes.

2. Research questions and related data sources
This work addresses three different, albeit related, research questions regarding Italian
firms’ adoption of 4.0 technologies under the fiscal regime of enhanced tax depreciation
allowances (hereafter hyper-depreciation). The questions are:
i.

What was the take-up of the fiscal incentive in its first year of implementation?

ii.

What were the characteristics of the firms benefiting from the incentive?

iii.

What are the effects of the (subsidized) investments on employment growth at the
firm level?

Moving from query I. to III. requires an increasing amount of information, as knowledge
on firm’s investment in (subsidized) new technologies need to be integrated with that on
firm’s characteristics and economic performance and, finally, with that on job flows. A
summary description of the different micro- and macro- data used in this paper, together
with their coverage and size, is presented in Table 1, while details are provided in the
following sections, where each research question is addressed specifically.
The core of the integrated database used in this paper is represented by the 2018 corporate
tax returns (referred to fiscal year 2017) provided by the Italian Ministry of Economy and
Finance (MEF) and the 2016 balance sheets collected by Bureau van Dijk for limited
liability companies. These two sources merged with the administrative archive of job
inflows and outflows collected by ANPAL deliver a sample of around 381 thousand
Italian companies, out of which 6.5 thousand were beneficiaries of hyper-depreciation in
2017. When merging information from the 2018 ICT survey carried out by the Italian
Institute of Statistics (ISTAT hereafter), the working sample shrinks to around 16
thousand firms, out of which around 800 were beneficiaries of hyper-depreciation.

6

Table 1: Data description
Firm-level data
Description
A. 2018 Corporate Tax Returns (tax year 2017)
B. 2016 Balance Sheets
C. 2016 Tax Payments Form "F24"
D. 2018 ICT Survey
E. 2016-2019 Hirings and separations

Coverage
All Italian firms
Limited liability companies
All Italian firms
Firms with at least 10 employees
All Italian firms with at least 1 employee

Source
MEF
Bureau van Dijk
MEF
ISTAT
ANPAL

Macro-level data
Description
F. 2016 Gross fixed capital formation
G. 2017 Machinery orders and time of delivery

Disaggregation used
2-digit Nace classification & asset type
Overall domestic machinery orders

Research question

Integrated information

I. Take-up of "hyper-depreciation" in 2017

(A) + (B) + (F) + (G)

II. Ex-ante characteristics of beneficiary firms

(A) + (B) + (C)
(A) + (B) + (C) + (D)

Source
ISTAT
UCIMU
Number of firms analyzed:
Using "hyperTotal
depreciation"
7.607
381.623
16.135

6.553
791

III: Employment effect of "smart" investments

(A) + (B) + (C) + (E)
381.623
6.553
(A) + (B) + (C) + (D) + (E)
16.135
791
Note: for sake of comparability, to answer questions II. and III. the same integrated database is employed, although the
number of observations available to answer II. is, in principle, larger.

3. Investments benefitting from hyper-depreciation
3.1 How to back-up the value of investments from corporate tax returns
The 2017 Italian Budget Law (Law n. 232/2016, art.1 paragraph 9) established for the
first time the hyper-depreciation measure (“iper-ammortamento” in Italian), to support
private investments in new tangible assets. With this measure the lawmaker aimed at
fostering the digital technology transformation of national production processes.
Eligibility for the fiscal incentive was granted to all firms with a registered office in Italy,
regardless of their business activities or company size. Moreover, there was no cap on the
amount of investments that could benefit from the enhanced tax depreciation allowance.
The hyper-depreciation worked as a notional increase of 150% of the purchase cost of
particular types of high-tech machinery and equipment controlled by computerized
systems and of ICT appliances10. This brings the corporate tax base of an asset to 250%
of its purchase price, and as such it results in a higher amortization deduction. In order to
benefit from the tax allowance for the fiscal year 2017, firms had to buy, install and

10

A 40% increase in tax allowance was also admitted for some types of software and ICT systems, conditioning on
firms being also granted the 150% increase in tax allowance for “smart” capital goods.
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interconnect the new “smart” capital goods to their own systems by 31 December 2017.
Otherwise, the tax allowance had to be deferred to the subsequent fiscal year11. The value
of the tax relief was substantial: for each 100thousand euros of investment, a firm could
save up to 36 thousand euros over the years of the asset’s life12.
In corporate income tax returns data, it is not possible to directly observe the value of a
firm’s “smart” investment (I), but only the amount of the tax allowance, which
corresponds to the enhanced depreciated value (E). To gauge the amount of the
investments made in 2017, we start from the following definition of enhanced
depreciation for the first year of application of the measure:
I ∗(1+150%)∗φz

Ei = ∑z( iz

2

−

Iiz ∗φz
2

)

(1)

where φz is the specific tax depreciation rate (as set in the Ministerial Decree of 31
December 1988) applied to each type of eligible asset z eventually purchased by firm i.
The two terms in (1) are divided by 2 since the depreciation rate is halved in the first year.
Equation 1 can be re-written as follows:
Ei =

150%
2

∑z Iiz ∗ φz =

150%
2

Ii ∑z wiz ∗ φz =

150%
2

Ii ̅̅̅
φi

(2)

where wiz is the investment share of firm i in asset z, and ̅̅̅
φi is the average tax depreciation
rate applied on Ii , that is, the total eligible investments made by firm i.
Finally, by re-arranging the terms:
2E

Ii = 1.5 ̅φi̅̅̅
i

(3)

In order to back up the value of investment in 2017 for each Italian firm i using the hyperdepreciation fiscal benefit, we need to estimate the unknown value of ̅̅̅.
φi To do so, we
make the following assumptions. First, all firms belonging to the same sector k (defined
at the 2-digit-level of the NACE Rev. 2 classification) invested on ICT appliances and on

The 2018 Budget Law (and the 2019 Budget Law) extended the measure to “smart” investments made in 2018 (2019),
or in 2019 (2020), provided that at least 20% of the purchase price was paid in 2018 (2019). The 2019 Budget Law also
modified the hyper-depreciation rules, substituting the unique 150% depreciation rate with three different rates (170%,
100% and 50%) according to the investment volume, up to investments worth 20 million euros (an increase in the
depreciable base no longer is available for investments over this limit). The 2020 Budget Law has further modified the
incentive, and structured it as a tax credit equal to 40% or 20% of the investment according to the investment volume,
up to 10 million euros.
12 This figure is estimated applying the corporate tax rate, which is equal to 24%, to the amount of the extra depreciation
deduction (150.000 euros in this example), not considering the discount of the multi-annual cash flow.
11
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other industrial machinery and equipment (excluding vehicles) in proportions that are
equal to the ones observed on average in sector k. Second, for each sector k, tax
depreciation rates are equal to 0.2 for ICT appliances and to the median value
(𝜑k,M&Equip. ) for other types of machinery and equipment (excluding vehicles)13.
Under these assumptions, for each firm i in sector k we can replace ̅̅̅
φi in equation (3) by:
φ
̂ k = wk,ICT app. ∗ 0.2 + wk,Mach.&𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝. ∗ median(𝜑k,M&Equip.) (4)
where wk,ICT app. and wk,Mach.&𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝. are retrieved from National Accounts statistics on gross
fixed capital formation by type of asset, available for the year 2016.
Appendix 1 reports, for each 2-digit Nace Rev. 2 code, the estimated values for φ
̂ k.

3.2 Empirical evidence
In our integrated administrative dataset, 7,607 Italian companies used “hyperdepreciation” during fiscal year 2017, for a total amount of tax allowance equal to 384
million euro. Applying (3), this corresponds to 497 thousand euros of average investment
per firm, for a total amount of investments benefitting from the fiscal incentive equal to
3.8 billion euros (Table 2). Such amount is significantly below the ex-ante estimate of the
Italian Government of around 10 billion euros. However, it must be noted that so-far our
ex-post estimate does not include the value of asset purchases that were planned, and for
which orders were placed in 2017, but that eventually did not take place within the fiscal
year due to late deliveries. Moreover, our estimate does not consider the value of “smart”
investments made by sole proprietorships and partnerships14.
The amount of undelivered “smart” capital goods ordered by Italian companies during
2017 is in all likelihood substantial. According to the Italian machine tool, robots,
automation systems and ancillary products manufacturers’ association (UCIMU), in that
year the average time of delivery of orders was around 6 months. This implies that orders
placed in the second semester 2017 were generally not delivered in time to be included in

13

According to DM 31/12/1988, the tax depreciation rate on ICT appliances is, indeed, constant across industries and
equal to 20%; instead, the tax depreciation rate on other machinery and equipment varies according to the specific
nature of the capital good and also by sector of activity. For instance, within the food, beverage, and tobacco industry
it ranges from 7.5% to 15.0%, while in pharma industry from 10.0% to 17.5%. Prudentially, we take the median value
of the tax depreciation rates relevant within each 2-digit NACE sector.
14 We also could not directly estimate the value of investments for 519 companies for which information on their sector
of activity was unavailable.
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corporate tax declarations for that year; such orders, using UCIMU estimates referred to
the domestic market, account for an annual share of 46% of total orders. If we ascribe to
2017 this share of machinery orders not delivered in that year, the new estimate of the
total amount of “smart” investments under the 2017 hyper-depreciation regime is then
equal to 7.04 billion euros.
Table 2: “Smart” investments benefitting from hyper-depreciation in 2017
CSC-MEF estimates **
Italian Government (ex-ante)
Ascribing machinery
Using only tax returns for
estimate*
orders not delivered in
2017 fiscal year
2017
10 bln euros

3.77 bln euros

7.04 bln euros

* Included in the technical report attached to 2017 Italian Budget Law.
** Using ISTAT data on investments by asset class and UCIMU data on yearly
domestic machinery orders and about time of delivery of orders.
Note: data do not include investments by sole proprietorships and partnerships.
Source: authors' estimates based on MEF-DF tax returns, ISTAT and UCIMU data.

Unfortunately, we cannot say how much of these 7 billion euros of estimated subsidized
investments in 2017 would not have taken place had hyper-depreciation not been
introduced. Gauging the amount of additional investments would require imposing
further and somewhat arbitrary hypotheses on firm behavior, since we lack the option of
using the hyper-depreciation policy as a natural experiment. Not only this was a universal
policy, which targeted all private companies, but we also lack relevant comparison data
over time, due to missing information about firms’ smart investments before 2017.
However, as shown in the next section, the use of hyper-depreciation by many firms that
had never invested in 4.0 technologies before suggests that the introduction of the
enhanced tax depreciation allowance in 2017 has had a non-negligible effect on 4.0
technology investment propensity.

4. The characteristics of beneficiary firms
4.1 Structural features: size, industry and location
In this section we document the characteristics of firms that benefitted of the 2017 hyperdepreciation measure, starting from structural features: size, sector of activity and
geographical location of their headquarters. These characteristics are observed as of 2016,
10

that is ex-ante relative to the decision of taking up the fiscal incentive. These are key
characteristics to determine the reach of public intervention – and thus of public resources
– within the population of Italian companies.
Small firms (10 to 50 employees) are the most represented among the 7,607 observed
beneficiaries of “hyper-depreciation” (44.0% out of the total), and account for 28.0% of
total investments in advanced digital technologies; micro-firms (0 to 9 employees)
represent 37.6% of the sample, accounting for only 7.4% of total investments; mediumsized firms (51 to 250 employees) represent 14.5% of beneficiaries, and account for
31.3% of total investments; finally, large firms (251 employees or more), while
representing only 3.9% of the sample, account for the remaining 33.2% of total
investments (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Hyper-depreciation take-up by firm size

Source: authors’ estimates based on MEF- DF tax returns data, Bureau van Dijk, and ISTAT.

As compared to their share in the entire population of Italian limited liability companies,
medium-sized and large firms are over-represented among those that invested in “smart”
capital goods in 2017 (18.4% in the sub-population against 2.7% in the population), while,
conversely, small and micro-firms are under-represented (81.6% vs 97.3%). This result
is not surprising, in light of the heterogeneous degree of digital competences and ICT
adoption by firm size. These are key elements for developing advanced digital
technologies absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levintal, 1990), and are also found to be
positively correlated with the size of Italian firms (see Romano, 2018, for details).
At the sectoral level (Table 3), the fiscal incentive was mainly used by manufacturing
firms, which represent 56.1% of the beneficiaries, and account for 82.6% of the total
11

amount of “smart” investments. Wholesale and retail trade ranks second, but far below
manufacturing, in terms of both share of beneficiaries (16.7%) and of total investment
(6.5%). The highly skewed sectoral distribution of “smart” investments is first and
foremost explained by the structural higher investment propensity of Italian
manufacturing as compared to other industries: according to National Account statistics
on gross fixed capital formation (referred to 2016), manufacturing firms account for
almost 50% of Italian private investments in machinery and equipment (excluding
vehicles), followed by wholesale and retail trade firms, with a share of around 11%.
Table 3: Hyper-depreciation take-up by industry

Industry
Manufacturing
Trade
Water, sewerage, waste management
Construction
Transport and logistics
Energy
Administrative and support service activities
Other services
Health and social work activities
Agriculture
Professional, scientific, technical activities
Mining
Accomodation and food service activities
Arts, sports, enterteinment
Information and communication
Other industries

Advanced digital tech.
Number of
Investments (.000 euro)
beneficiary firms Av. per firm
Total
4,266
1,267
108
473
165
24
205
62
109
30
272
35
235
35
159
162
7,607

731.8
194.8
716.7
123.1
351.1
2,376.6
182.9
338.5
161.9
580.4
55.6
417.2
51.8
262.1
53.4
43.0
496.8

Investment
shares

3,121,940.83
246,860.10
77,407.55
58,207.76
57,927.79
57,037.34
37,495.83
20,986.24
17,651.70
17,412.57
15,111.84
14,600.95
12,164.37
9,172.40
8,491.90
6,958.71
3,779,427.89

82.6%
6.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.0%
0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
100%

Source: authors’ estimates based on MEF- DF tax returns data, Bureau van Dijk, and ISTAT.

Within manufacturing, the most represented industries are metal productions (23.6% of
manufacturing investments), industrial machineries (8.6%), and, with similar shares
(about 8%), chemicals, non-metallic mineral productions, rubber and plastic.
Pharmaceuticals and other means of transportations industries are the least represented
among beneficiary firms, a result at odds with their above-average overall degree of
technological intensity. A possible explanation is that many of the firms belonging to
these industries, exactly because of their high technology intensity, had already heavily
invested in advanced digital technologies before the introduction of the fiscal incentive,
and therefore responded less to the subsequent tax allowance.
12

At the geographical level, the highest shares of investments benefitting from hyperdepreciation are found in Northern Italy, with Lombardy (33.2%), Veneto (17.5%) and
Emilia Romagna (15.6%) at the top of the ranking, in line with their national relevance
as regional manufacturing hubs for Italy. The investments share of Central and,
especially, Southern Italy are instead relatively small, also relative to the regional shares
of Italian manufacturing firms they account for (Figure 2). The only notable exception is
Sicily, which ranks 6th, just after Tuscany, accounting for a national share of “smart”
investments equal to 3.7%.
However, as investment share data refer to the region where the company is
headquartered, the investment share of Northern regions - where a large part of companies
are registered – may include investments actually occurring in plants spread-out across
other Italian regions and, as such, be over-estimated. This is especially true for Lombardy.
Figure 2: Hyper-depreciation take-up by geographical area
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Source: authors’ estimates based on MEF- DF tax returns data, Bureau van Dijk, and ISTAT.

4.2 Ex-ante performance and use of other fiscal incentives
Companies that invested in subsidized 4.0 technologies in 2017 were already in 2016
significantly different from the average Italian company in terms of economic and
financial performance. This is true also controlling for initial size, sector of activity and
location of headquarters. Table 4 reports ordinary least squares regressions (OLS) of a
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series of variables measuring firm performance as of 2016 on a dummy for using hyperdepreciation in 2017. This specification of the econometric model delivers easy-tointerpret correlation estimates, corresponding to the (percentage) difference in firm
performance between beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries of hyper-depreciation. For each
dependent variable, regressions are run with and without size, industry and geographical
controls.
Table 4: Performance and use of other fiscal incentives for investments in 2016
Dependent variable: Log(revenues per employee)
Use of hyper-depreciation in 2017
Constant
Size, industry, geographical controls
Observations
Dependent variable:
Use of hyper-depreciation in 2017
Constant
Size, industry, geographical controls
Observations

Return on investment

(1)
0.535***
(0.015)

(2)
0.329***
(0.013)

(3)
0.049***
(0.002)

(4)
0.038***
(0.002)

11.613***
(0.002)
No

10.96***
(0.017)
Yes

0.042***
(0.000)
No

-0.004*
(0.003)
Yes

381,623

381,453

381,623

381,453

Debt over EBITDA
(5)
(6)
0.376***
-0.121***
(0.032)
(0.032)

Total assets over equity
(7)
(8)
-3.168***
-3.201***
(0.193)
(0.195)

0.910
(0.004)
No
381,623

8.928***
(0.025)
No
381,623

0.834
(0.043)
Yes
381,453

12.303***
(0.259)
Yes
381,453

Dependent variable:

Use of R&D tax credit
Use of super-depreciation
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
Use of hyper-depreciation in 2017
0.150***
0.088***
0.0352***
0.205***
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.005)
(0.006)
Constant
0.037***
-0.412***
0.362
0.001
(0.000)
(0.003)
(0.000)
(0.007)
Size, industry, geographical controls
No
Yes
No
Yes
Observations
381,623
381,453
381,623
381,453
For each dependent variable, the table reports estimated coefficients from OLS regression on a
dummy for the use of hyper-depreciation in 2017 and a constant. Models in columns 2, 4, 6, 8 , 10
and 12 also include dummies for class size, industry and region. Robust standard errors (in
parentheses). * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
Source: authors’ calculations based on MEF- DF tax returns data and Bureau van Dijk data.

As shown in columns (2), (4), (6) and (8), even including controls, firms that embraced
digital innovation in 2017 were on average ex-ante more productive (+33.0 percentage
points in terms of revenues per employee), more profitable (+3.8 p.p. in terms of return
on investments), and had lower levels of indebtedness (-12.2 p.p. in terms of debt over
EBITDA, -3.2 the leverage ratio). These results are not surprising, as one expects more
performing firms to be more willing to invest in innovative activities and less financially
constrained when deciding to do so (Sauvignac, 2008, D’Este et al., 2012).
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Besides being more profitable, more productive and less dependent on external funds to
finance their activities, firms investing in subsidized 4.0 technologies in 2017 were also
more prone than the average Italian company to invest and take advantage of the related
fiscal incentives. As shown in columns (10) and (12), it is more likely that these firms
were already benefitting from the R&D tax credit (+8.8 p.p.) and from the enhanced tax
depreciation allowances known as super-depreciation (+20.5 p.p.), which was already in
place but less generous than hyper-depreciation (+40% of tax allowance instead of
+150%) and not targeting exclusively investments in advanced digital technology but
basically all kinds of new machinery and equipment.

4.3 Digital maturity
Finally, by merging information from the 2018 ICT survey conducted by ISTAT on a
representative sample of around 16 thousand companies with at least 10 employees, we
can correlate the use of hyper-depreciation in 2017 – and thus the propensity to invest in
4.0 technologies – with the ex-ante degree of a firm’s absorptive capacity of these
advanced digital technologies.
To this end, we assigned each of the 16 thousand firms in the sample to one of the
following five classes of digital maturity, measured at the end of 2016: high, mediumhigh, medium-low, low, very low. Multiple information from the 2018 ICT survey was
used in order to assign firms to these classes, including the presence of specialized ICT
skills in the workforce, the existence of a corporate digital infrastructure (i.e. ERP, SCM
and/or CRM data system) for the collection and transmission of data, and knowledge
acquired in the use of (some of) these advanced digital technologies. Firms with a “low”
degree of digital maturity, for instance, are those that installed a corporate digital
infrastructure in 2016, but had no ICT skills in the workforce nor previous knowledge
acquired in the use of 4.0 technologies. On the other hand, only firms with a “high” or
“medium-high” degree of digital maturity had invested in 4.0 technologies before 2017
(see Appendix 2 for details on the construction of the different classes).
As shown in the upper panel of Table 5, as of 2016, most Italian firms were assigned to
classes with a “low” or “very low” degree of digital maturity (35,6% and 45,2%
respectively). When comparing the distribution across classes for the subsample of firms
that used hyper-depreciation in 2017, we find that beneficiary firms were slightly more
concentrated in the “high” maturity class (8.7% as opposed to 4.7% in the population)
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and slightly less in the “null” class (33,3% against 45,2%). This finding is confirmed by
the regression analysis reported in the lower panel of Table 5, where the conditional
frequency of beneficiary and non-beneficiary firms across digital maturity classes is
analyzed, controlling for firms’ size, sector of activity and geographical location.
Table 5: Degree of digital maturity at the end of 2016
Distribution of firms by digital maturity classes
High

Medium-high Medium-low

Low

Very low

4.7%
4.4%
10.1%
35.6%
Entire population of firms
Only beneficiaries of hyper-depreciation
8.7%
6.6%
10.8%
40.6%
Dependent variable: Dummies for the degree of digital maturity in 2016

45.2%

High
(1)
0.047***

Low
(4)
-0.020

Very low
(5)
-0.032*

Use of hyper-depreciation in 2017
Constant
Size, industry, geographical controls
Observations

Medium-high Medium-low
(2)
(3)
0.000
0.004

33.3%

(0.011)

(0.008)

(0.014)

(0.017)

(0.0166)

-0.288***
(0.042)
Yes
16,135

0.033
(0.029)
Yes
16,135

-0.116**
(0.052)
Yes
16,135

0.600***
(0.064)
Yes
16,135

0.766***
(0.064)
Yes
16,135

The upper panel reports the distribution of firms by classes of digital maturity, using sampling weights to
deliver statistics representative of the population of Italian companies with at least 10 employees. The lower
panel reports for each dependent variable the estimated coefficients from OLS regression on a dummy for the
use of hyper-depreciation in 2017 and a constant. Models include dummies for class size, industry and region.
Robust standard errors (in parentheses). * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. See Appendix 2 for details
on the construction of the digital maturity measure.
Source: authors’ calculations based on MEF- DF tax returns data, Bureau van Dijk, and ISTAT data.

Therefore, the analysis shows that, to a large extent, beneficiary firms were distributed
across digital maturity classes in a way that resembles the overall distribution before the
introduction of hyper-depreciation. Given the predominance of Italian firms with very
little experience with digital technologies at the end 2016, this implies that most firms
that invested in subsidized 4.0 technologies in 2017 had never done it before that year.

5. Employment effects of advanced digital technology investments
5.1 Identification strategy
This section investigates the within-firm employment effects induced by investments in
4.0 technologies. We may expect firms that increased investments in 4.0 technologies in
2017 to raise their relative demand for workers that are complementary to these
technologies and to reduce their relative demand for workers that can be substituted by
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them, but the effect on the overall level of employment is uncertain. To learn about this
effect we use a difference-in-differences approach and look for an estimate of the
difference between the observed change after the 1st of January 2017 in hirings and
separations occurred in firms that invested in 4.0 technologies (Treatment group) and the
change in hirings and separations that would have occurred in the same period had these
firms not invested in subsidized technologies (and therefore not used hyper-depreciation).
The use of hyper-depreciation is crucial for our identification strategy, because we select
firms in the Treated group as those that benefitted from it in 2017. The implicit
assumption is that all firms that invested in 4.0 technologies that year did apply for the
fiscal incentive, which was well advertised at the time it was included in the 2017 Italian
Budget Law, and automatically accessible to Italian firms when filing their corporate tax
returns. Given that this fiscal incentive was “universal”, however, the policy change does
not provide any useful variation to set up a quasi-experiment, that is, to assign firms to a
comparison (Control) group based on exogenous characteristics that made them not
eligible.
We are then left with the issue of building a counterfactual using information regarding
the population of Italian firms that in 2017 did not benefit from hyper-depreciation.
Obviously, we cannot just compare the job flow dynamics of beneficiary firms with a
random sample of Italian firms not using hyper-depreciation, as this would almost surely
result in a selection bias. For example, as shown in the previous section, firms investing
in 4.0 technologies were already more performing in 2016, as well as more prone than
average to use other fiscal incentives to finance their activities, and these ex-ante
characteristics have their own effect on firm labor demand, regardless of the decision to
invest or not in 4.0 technologies in 2017.
Thus, the solution to the identification problem adopted in this paper is to use propensity
score matching to select the Control group.
The procedure adopted takes the following steps. First, we merge information from
balance-sheets, tax returns and administrative data on job flows to compute the propensity
scores (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983) for each of the 381 thousand Italian firms included
in the merged sample (Table 1). This allows to select among the population of companies
that did not use hyper-depreciation in 2017 those more similar - based on observable
characteristics - to the ones that did benefit from hyper-depreciation in that year. Second,
we calculate the before-after policy “treatment” in hirings and separations for each firm
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in the Treatment group and each firm in the Control group. Finally, we retrieve the
employment effect of investing in subsidized 4.0 technologies by comparing the average
job flow dynamics between Treated and Control firms.
Stated formally, for each Treated firm i we select, using a matching algorithm, j firms
from the merged sample to be part of the Control group (𝐶𝑖 ) and compute the following
difference:
𝑌𝑖 − ∑𝑗⋲𝐶𝑖 𝑤𝑗 𝑌𝑗

(5)

where 𝑌 is the observed change in hirings or separations before-after the 1st of January
2017 and 𝑤𝑗 are weights attached to each of the j observations in the Control group15. We
then average out such differences for the N (= 6,553) Treated firms in our merged sample.
Under the conditional independence assumption, the observed change in hirings and
separations for Control firms is equal, on average, to what we would have observed had
Treated firms not invested in subsidized 4.0 technologies in 2017. Then, the following
relation would hold true:
1
𝑁

∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑌𝑖 − ∑𝑗⋲𝐶𝑖 𝑤𝑗 𝑌𝑗 ) = 𝐴𝑇𝑇

(6)

where ATT (average treatment effect on the treated) is the parameter of interest,
corresponding in our analysis with the causal employment effect of having invested in
subsidized 4.0 technologies.
The administrative firm-level microdata on hirings and separations include annual figures
for 2016, 2017 and 2018 and first quarter figures for 2019 (database “E” in Table 1). The
“before” period is taken to be the year 2016. We are not worried of anticipation effects,
since the measure was suddenly added to the pre-existing fiscal incentives on investments
at the time of approval of the 2017 Budget Law, that is, Fall 2016. As a first pass, the
“after” period is considered the overall 2017-Q12019 span: on one hand, we also include
year 2017 since this allows for a firm’s investment decision, on both physical and human
capital, to be taken contemporaneously. On the other hand, subsequent years must be

15

Both the number of j observations and their weights vary depending on the type of propensity score algorithm used
and on data availability. In what follows, we report results obtained using a standard nearest neighbour matching with
a maximum of five observations within a caliper width of 0.1. Our estimation results were found to be robust to the
choice of a different caliper width and to a smaller number of observations. Documentation of the sensitivity tests we
have run is available upon request.
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included since employment adjustments may – and typically do – lag, because of both
matching/recruiting frictions and institutional features (e.g. rules on layoffs).
To construct our outcome variables of interest, 𝑌, we first transform the original annual
and quarterly figures into average monthly ones; then, by taking log differences, we
compute the average monthly percentage change in both hirings and separations occurred
at the firm level after the introduction of hyper-depreciation in 2017 relative to 2016.
Since the “after” period is three-times the length of the “before” period, monthly flows
for each firm i in the 2017-2019 period are first summed and then divided by three:
Y𝑖 = log((Ymi2017 + Ymi2018 + Ymi2019 )/3) − log(Ymi2016 )

(7)

where Ym is average monthly hirings or separations. To verify whether and to what extent
the employment effects of subsidized 4.0 technology investments are evenly distributed
in the “after” period, we also test our model separately for each year:
Y𝑖 = log((Ym2017) − log(Ym2016))

(8)

Y𝑖 = log((Ym2018) − log(Ym2016))

(9)

Y𝑖 = log((Ym2019) − log(Ym2016))

(10)

The covariates (measured as of 2016) used in the propensity score matching are the
following: number of employees, labor productivity, ROI, debt over EBITDA, total assets
over equity, dummy for the use of R&D tax credit, dummy for the use of superdepreciation, forty-two sectoral dummies, twenty regional dummies, total hirings and
separations, permanent contract hirings and separations, hirings and separations of
workers with less than 35 years of age, hirings and separations for medium- and for lowskilled occupations.
As shown in Table 6, once the propensity score matching has been implemented, the
balancing test between Treated and Control firms cannot reject, for each of the covariates,
the hypothesis of equal mean values between the two groups16.

16

The same is true also for the different subgroups of the Treated populations separately analyzed in the rest of the
paper. Results of the corresponding balancing tests are available upon request.
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Table 6: Balancing test of the covariates before and after Propensity Score
Matching (PSM)
Mean value:
Covariates:

Treated firms

p-value for rejecting
the Hp of equal mean
values:
Before
After
PSM
PSM

Control firms
Before
After
PSM
PSM
log(employees)
2.97
1.86
2.97
0.0
0.7
log(revenues per employee)
12.15
11.61
12.15
0.0
0.9
Return on investment (%)
9.22
4.25
8.86
0.0
0.1
Debt over EBITDA
1.29
0.91
1.29
0.0
0.9
Total assets over equity
5.75
8.92
5.82
0.0
0.7
Use of R&D tax credit
0.19
0.04
0.20
0.0
0.2
Use of "super-depreciation"
0.71
0.36
0.71
0.0
0.8
log(total hirings)
0.42
0.28
0.42
0.0
0.6
log(total separations)
0.35
0.26
0.36
0.0
0.7
log(hirings of young workers)
0.25
0.16
0.26
0.0
0.6
log(separations of young workers)
0.16
0.12
0.16
0.0
0.9
log(hirings of permanent contracts)
0.19
0.11
0.20
0.0
0.5
log(separations of permanent contracts)
0.15
0.09
0.15
0.0
0.8
log(hirings of low-qualified occupations)
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.2
0.9
log(separations of low-qualified occupations)
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.7
0.9
log(hirings of medium-qualified occupations)
0.31
0.19
0.31
0.0
0.9
log(separations of medium-qualified occupations)
0.26
0.17
0.26
0.0
0.9
All 42 sectoral and 20 regional dummies are also balanced across groups after the propensity score matching.

Note: Nearest Neighbor Matching with 5 neighbors and caliper equal to 0.1 has been used as matching algorithm. Common
support of p-scores between treatment and control firms has been required. Treated firms: firms having benefitted from hyperdepreciation in 2017. Control firms: firms not having benefitted from hyper-depreciation in 2017.
Source: authors’ calculations based on MEF- DF tax returns data. Bureau van Dijk and ANPAL data.

Even if the quality and quantity of information available for the selection of the Control
firms make the matching as good as possible, bias stemming from omitted variables can
never be ruled out. That is, it is still possible that our results are somehow confounded by
unobservable characteristics, which are correlated with both the likelihood of having used
hyper-depreciation in 2017 and with the change in hirings and separations after 2016.
However, as documented later, our main results are robust to including firm digital
maturity as a variable in the propensity score matching. Since this additional control is
meant to capture residual systematic differences between Treated and Control firms, this
robustness check provides further support for a causal interpretation of our results.
Finally, as explained in section 3, we expect that a non-negligible number of Italian
companies that decided to invest in 4.0 technologies in 2017 were unable to take
advantage of the fiscal incentive in that year, due to late deliveries of purchased smart
machinery and equipment. This occurrence represents a confounding factor for our
analysis, as observations which should be included within the Treated group are instead
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assigned to the pool from which Control firms are drawn. Even so, however, the
misclassification would be a source of attenuation bias, which unambiguously lowers the
probability to find statistically significant effects (Hausman, 2001). This implies that the
results presented in the next section can be taken as conservative estimates of the
(unobserved) true employment effects induced by investments in 4.0 technologies.

5.2 Econometric results
The baseline results of the econometric analysis are shown in Figure 3 and they indicate
that in Italy there has been a positive employment effect induced by corporate investments
in subsidized 4.0 technologies. Our findings point to an increase in hirings for firms
having benefitted from hyper-depreciation as compared to the baseline scenario, not
coupled with a contemporary increase in separations.
Figure 3: Employment effect of digital technology investments,
monthly average % growth relative to 2016

Note: Each bar represents the before-after estimate of the change in log monthly hirings for treated and control firms
separately (blue and green bars respectively). Each red circle reports the difference between the two estimates,
corresponding to the employment effect of 4.0 technology investments. Darker circles denote statistically significant
effects (* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01). Treated firms: firms having benefitted from hyper-depreciation in 2017.
Control firms: firms not having benefitted from hyper-depreciation in 2017, identified using PSM.
Source: authors’ calculations based on MEF- DF tax returns data, Bureau van Dijk, and ANPAL data.
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Specifically, we estimate that for firms benefitting from hyper-depreciation average
monthly hirings accelerated by 10.3% over the period Jan. 2017 - March 2019 relative to
year 2016, 3.0 percentage points more than the growth of average monthly hirings for exante similar firms that did not use the fiscal incentive. When splitting the “after period”,
we estimate a positive effect in each year, of growing magnitude over time: +1.8 p.p. in
2017, that is in the same year of the investment; +3.2 p.p. in 2018; +4.0 p.p. during the
first quarter 2019. As regards to separations, instead, we find no evidence of a significant
difference between Treatment and Control groups over the entire period under scrutiny.
A mild positive employment effect, in terms of lower separations, is estimated only in
2017(-0.9 p.p.).
When running separate analyses for different size classes, the positive employment effect
is found in each class, but disproportionally larger for firms with 250 or more employees
(Table 7, upper panel). In particular, within this size class we estimate 10.9 percentage
points of additional average monthly hirings along the entire period under scrutiny as
compared to the baseline scenario of no 4.0 technology investments, which is almost three
times the positive effect estimated for medium-sized firms, more than four times that for
small-sized firms, and almost seven times that for micro-firms. In the case of separations,
on the contrary, no significant effect is found in either of the four size classes considered.
Table 7: Heterogeneity of employment effect by firm size and location,
monthly average % growth, Jan. 2017 – March 2019 vs. 2016
Hirings
Treated Control
firms
firms
Size classes:
9 employees or less
10 to 49 employees
50 to 249 employees
250 employees or more
Geographical location of Italian
headquarters:
North-west
North-east
Center
South

Separations

Employment
effect
(difference)

S.E.

Treated Control
firms
firms

Employment
effect
(difference)

S.E.

4.48
8.94
19.09
33.29

2.9
6.39
15.12
22.38

1.58 ***
2.54 ***
3.96 ***
10.90 ***

0.49
0.55
1.31
3.27

3.96
7.78
14.93
24.62

4.04
7.56
14.86
24.73

-0.08
0.22
0.07
-0.11

0.41
0.48
1.06
2.76

11.09
11.73
7.52
8.97

8.5
9.96
6.38
5.02

2.59 ***
1.76 ***
1.14
3.96 ***

0.66
0.66
1.00
1.20

8.71
9.81
5.95
8.6

9.44
10.27
8.01
7.21

-0.73
-0.47
-2.06 **
1.39

0.55
0.55
0.84
1.11

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Treated firms: firms having benefitted from hyper-depreciation in 2017. Control firms:
firms not having benefitted from hyper-depreciation in 2017, identified using PSM.
Source: authors’ calculations based on MEF- DF tax returns data, Bureau van Dijk, and ANPAL data.
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Moreover, evidence of a positive employment effect is widespread across the four macroregions in which Italy is usually divided (Table 7, lower panel). However, while for firms
headquartered in the North-West, North-East and South of Italy, the positive change in
job flows is driven by additional hirings (+2.6 p.p., +1.8 p.p. and +4.0 p.p. respectively),
in the case of firms headquartered in the Center the positive contribution stems from a
lower increase of separations in the Treated group than in the Control group (-2.1 p.p.).
To test whether and to what extent the positive employment effect of subsidized 4.0
technology investments affected asymmetrically workers with different ages and skills,
we replace the percentage change of total hirings and separations with the corresponding
changes calculated in sub-samples by: (i) workers’ age: below or (equal and) above 35
years; (ii) workers’ occupation: high-skilled (science-based or not), middle-skilled (blueor white-collars), or low-skilled17.
Results are shown in Table 8. In line with the expectation that young people are more
prone and able to use digital technologies, our estimates indicate that the acceleration of
job creation associated with investments in 4.0 technologies benefitted individuals under
35 more than older ones: +2.6 p.p. against +1.3 p.p. the corresponding effects on hirings
along the entire period under scrutiny. Individuals aged 35 years and over are found to
have benefitted as well from investments in 4.0 technologies, but in the form of lower
separations as compared to the baseline scenario: -0.9 p.p. the causal estimate.
As regards to different occupations, we find that the positive effect on hirings is common
to the five groups considered here, but it is particularly strong for medium-skilled blue
collars, like machinery mechanics, handicraft workers and machine operators: +2.2 p.p.
our causal estimate along the entire period, more than double those found for the other
groups. As shown in the table, medium-skilled blue collars are the group for which hirings
have increased the most since 2017 even absent investments in 4.0 technologies (+4.4 pp
in the control group). This implies that hyper-depreciation has sharpened labor market
dynamics already in place in the Italian economy. Medium-skilled blue-collar
occupations are also the group where separations have increased the most, independently

17

We use the occupational classification CP2011, adopted by ISTAT in line with the International Standard
Classification of Occupations ISCO-08, and define the following 5 classes: High skilled science-based occupations,
like science, engineering and ICT professionals (codes 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2); High skilled not science-based
occupations, like managers, business and legal professionals (codes 1, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 3.3, 3.4); Middle skilled white
collar occupations, including clerical support, services and sales workers (codes 4, 5); Middle skilled blue collar
occupations, including craft and related trades workers, as well as plant and machine operators and assemblers (codes
6 e 7); Low-skilled occupations, including a variety of elementary occupations: (code 8).
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of the investment strategy. But, differently from the case of hirings, we find no differential
effect (neither positive nor negative) on separations for this group of workers. Instead,
high-skilled occupations and medium-skilled white-collar occupations are estimated to
have benefitted also in terms of lower separations as compared to the baseline scenario;
however, the effect is mild: around -0.3 p.p. the estimated causal effect in all cases.
Table 8: Heterogeneity of employment effect by workers age and occupation,
monthly average % growth, Jan. 2017 – March 2019 vs. 2016
Hirings
Employment
Treated Control
effect
firms
firms
(difference)

S.E.

Separations
Employment
Treated Control
effect
firms
firms
(difference)

S.E.

Workers age:
less than 35 years
35 years or more
Workers occupation:

7.6
6.16

4.99
4.87

2.58 ***
1.29 ***

0.32
0.32

3.18
3.36

3.08
4.32

0.10
-0.96 ***

0.24
0.26

High skilled science-based occupations
High skilled not science-based occupations
Medium skilled white collar occupations
Medium skilled blue collar occupations
Low-skilled occupations

2.03
1.35
3.32
6.64
2.16

1.38
1.00
2.59
4.43
1.73

0.64 ***
0.35 **
0.73 ***
2.2 ***
0.43 **

0.15
0.15
0.24
0.31
0.23

1.32
0.84
3.09
4.68
1.87

1.66
1.13
3.47
4.4
1.79

-0.33 ***
-0.29 **
-0.38 *
0.28
0.08

0.11
0.13
0.21
0.26
0.19

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Treated firms: firms having benefitted from hyper-depreciation in 2017. Control firms:
firms not having benefitted from hyper-depreciation in 2017, identified using PSM. Occupations defined according to ISCO-08
classification.
Source: authors’ calculations based on MEF- DF tax returns data, Bureau van Dijk, and ANPAL data.

The modest impact of 4.0 technology investments on high-skilled hirings is first and
foremost explained by the behavior of small- and medium-sized enterprises, which are
predominant in the Italian economy. The estimated employment effects for these types of
jobs on firms with less than 250 employees are in fact statistically insignificant in most
of the cases and always modest in economic terms. On the opposite, demand for highskilled occupations by large companies has increased substantially as a result of their
digital transformation: +5.0 p.p. in the case of not science-based occupations, +8.0 p.p. in
the case of science-based occupations the estimated causal effects along the entire period
under investigation (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: The digital technology effect on hirings by occupation and firm size,
monthly average % growth, Jan. 2017 – March 2019 vs. 2016

Note: Each bar represents the estimated difference-in-difference in employment growth between
Treated and Control firms. Darker bars denote statistically significant effects (* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01). Occupations defined according to CP2011 classification (see footnote 17).
Source: authors’ calculations based on MEF- DF tax returns data, Bureau van Dijk, and ANPAL data.

5.3 Robustness checks
As a first robustness check, we re-estimated our econometric model on the restricted
sample of Treated firms operating in the manufacturing sector. Results (in the upper panel
of Table 9) show that the positive employment effects induced by the subsidized
investments in 4.0 technologies hold when considering the industry that is the main driver
of technological change in the economy and – implicitly – also the principal target of the
Industry 4.0 National Plan.
Second, we added to the propensity score matching four dummies corresponding to
different degrees of digital maturity (see section 4.3 and Appendix 2 for details on the
construction of the indicator). By including in the analysis proxies for this strategic firm
characteristic, we increase the reliability of our estimates by further reducing the risk of
selection bias. This comes at the cost of shrinking the sample of firms from 381 to 16
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thousand observations, and of excluding completely micro-firms from the analysis. As
shown in the middle panel of Table 9, results are qualitatively the same as those reported
in the baseline specification of the model.
Table 9: Robustness checks on the average employment effect,
monthly average % growth, Jan. 2017 – March 2019 vs. 2016
Hirings
Employment
Treated Control
effect
firms
firms
(difference)
Only manufacturing firms

S.E.

Separations
Employment
Treated Control
effect
firms
firms
(difference)

S.E.

12.13

9.20

2.93 ***

0.51

9.04

9.32

-0.29

0.42

18.77

14.88

3.89 ***

1.54

13.86

13.94

-0.08

1.31

9.7

5.81

3.89 ***

0.73

8.26

7.86

0.40

0.62

Medium-high investment rate

10.07

Medium-low investment rate

9.91

6.67
8.48

3.40 ***
1.43 *

0.80
0.79

8.07
8.26

8.64
9.1

-0.57
-0.83

0.66
0.64

Low investment rate

11.8

9.45

2.35 ***

0.87

9.74

10.07

-0.34

0.77

Including digital maturity
dummies in the PSM
Different Treatment
intensity:
High investment rate

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Treated firms: firms having benefitted from hyper-depreciation in 2017.
Control firms: firms not having benefitted from hyper-depreciation in 2017, identified using PSM. Digital maturity can be
high, medium-high, medium-low, low or very low, according to the definitions described in Appendix 2. The different
treatment dummies correspond to the different quartiles of the distribution of the ratio between the amount of investments
benefitting from hyper-depreciation, estimated according to Section 2, and total assets.
Source: authors’ calculations based on MEF- DF tax returns data, Bureau van Dijk, ISTAT and ANPAL data.

Moreover, to test whether the employment effect of new digital technologies varies with
the intensity of the investment effort, we define four different Treatment groups,
corresponding to the different quartiles of the distribution of the ratio between the value
of investments benefitting from hyper-depreciation in 2017 and total assets in 2016.
Results, reported in the lower panel of Table 9, suggest that the increase in hirings induced
by the acquisition of 4.0 technologies is stronger the more pervasive is the process of
digital transformation. This further confirms that, at least in the period under scrutiny,
human capital and digital technologies are complementary sources of competitiveness for
Italian firms.
Finally, to quantify the overall change in firm employment, in the baseline specification
of the econometric model separate figures on total hirings and separations were replaced
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by the corresponding figure on total number of employees 18 . Using this alternative
specification of the outcome variable, we estimate that between 2016 and Q1 2019 total
employment grew by 11.3% among firms that benefitted from hyper-depreciation in fiscal
year 2017 and by 4.4% among comparable firms that did not use it. The resulting
difference-in-differences estimate of around 7 percentage points is highly significant,
both statistically and economically (Figure 5).
Figure 5: Cumulative employment growth effect of digital technology investments,
log number of employees in 2016=100
112

111,31

110

108,83
+6.95…

108
+5.33***

106

104,74
104,36

104

+2.62***
103,5

102
102,12
100

100
2016
Treated firms

2017
Control firms

2018
Q1 2019
Employment effect (difference)

Source: authors’ calculations based on MEF- DF tax returns data, Bureau van Dijk, ISTAT and ANPAL data.

As in the case of separate specifications for hirings and separations (see Figure 3), also
for total employment growth we find the differential effect in the Treatment group as
compared to the Control group to be positive already in the same year of introduction of
hyper-depreciation and to increase in magnitude over time. These results confirm the
finding of a positive micro-level labor demand effect of 4.0 technology investments, but
by construction they are not informative of any general equilibrium effects, such as those
that could arise from labor shifts across industries.

18

Firm-level information on the stock of employed workers in 2015 was retrieved by merging data from ASIA, the
firm register maintained by ISTAT, while employment levels for 2016 onward were calculated as: 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 =
𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡−1 + ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑡 + 𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 for t=2016, 2017, 2018, Q12019.
We could not replicate the analysis on sub-populations of workers, since only firm-level data on the total number of
employees in 2015 were available.
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6. Concluding remarks
The analyses conducted in this paper suggest that, through the first quarter of 2019, hyperdepreciation granted in 2017 has been an effective means to support the digital technology
trasformation of the Italian production system. Our ex-post estimates (taking into account
also machinery not delivered in time) are not that far from the ex-ante prudential estimates
of the Italian Government. The large majority of the recipient firms had not invested in
4.0 technologies before 2017 and belong to the class of small- and medium-sized
enterprises, which are the backbone of domestic supply chains and essential to sustain the
long-run competitiveness of the Italian economy in the face of the current technological
wave.
Moreover, the purchase of advanced machinery and equipment, as incentivized by hyperdepreciation, has not come at the expenses of human capital employed by firms. On the
opposite, we find strong and persistent positive employment effects induced by
investments in 4.0 technologies, widespread geographically from the North to the South
of Italy, especially (but not exclusively) benefitting young individuals, who were those
suffering the most from the harsh-consequences of the recent double-dip Recession.
At the same time, our results raise some sources of policy concern. First, the majority of
4.0 technology investments – and related public resources – have been absorbed by
Northern regions, which were already highly industralized and economically developed.
This exacerbates, absent compensatory mechanisms, the divide between these areas and
the rest of the country. Second, the positive effect on hirings, which we found to be the
highest for medium-skilled workers, has been low for high-skilled occupations, meaning
that, with the exception of large companies, there is low demand for qualified workforce
even by the most technologically advanced firms in Italy.
It is crucial to continue monitoring the effects of the hyper-depreciation policy, which has
been renewed every year since 2017, in order to verify whether and to what extent such
conclusions are confirmed for the following rounds of fiscal incentives and in the more
recent periods.. This would inform the lawmaker for a better design of industrial policies
for digitalization. In addition, given the shortage of studies on this topic at the firm-level,
this line of research provides a better understanding of the economic mechanims
underlying the relation between human and physical capital in the era of digitalization.
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ERRATA CORRIGE*
Appendix 1
̂ 𝐤 by Nace code
Values of 𝛗
NACE code
01, 02, 03
05,06,07,08,09
10,11,12
13,14,15
16,17,18
19
20
21
22,23
24,25
26
27
28
29,30
31,32,33
35
35,36,37,38,39
41,42,43
45,46,47
50,51,52,53
55,56
58,59,60
61
62,63
64,65,66
68
69,70,71
72
73,74,75
77,78,79,80,81,82
84
85
86
87,88
90,91,92,93
94,95,96
97,98
99

Industry

Estimated depreciation rate
for 4.0 tech investments

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
9.1%
Mining and quarrying
13.0%
Manufacture of food products; beverages and tobacco products
13.5%
Manufacture of textiles, wearing apparel, leather and related products
15.3%
Manufacture of wood, paper, printing and reproduction
12.6%
Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products
11.3%
Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products
15.4%
Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations
12.7%
Manufacture of rubber and plastic products and other non-metallic mineral products
11.0%
Manufacture of basic metals and fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment
15.4%
Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products
15.2%
Manufacture of electrical equipment
15.2%
Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c.
15.4%
Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers, semi-trailers and of other transport equipment
15.1%
Manufacture of furniture; jewellery, musical instruments, toys; repair and installation of machinery and equipment
13.1%
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
9.4%
Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities
11.4%
Construction
15.6%
Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
11.1%
Transportation and storage
11.4%
Accommodation and food service activities
12.0%
Information and communication
19.3%
Telecommunications
19.9%
Computer programming, consultancy, and information service activities
18.5%
Financial and insurance activities
16.8%
Real estate activities
13.0%
Legal and accounting activities; activities of head offices; management consultancy activities; architectural and engineering activities; technical
16.4%
testing and analysis
Scientific research and development
15.2%
Advertising and market research; other professional, scientific and technical activities; veterinary activities
13.9%
Administrative and support service activities
11.9%
Public administration and defence; compulsory social security
11.1%
Education
15.5%
Human health activities
12.7%
Residential care activities and social work activities without accommodation
12.2%
Arts, entertainment and recreation
11.5%
Other service activities
11.0%
Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of households for own use
0.0%
Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies
0.0%

* These are the values actually used in this working paper. Values in the previous version of this table
(next page) were those used in the previous work: Confindustria, Rapporto 2019, May 2019, pages 112121, by the same authors of this working paper. According to the authors, the values used in this working
paper capture the specificities of the different sectors better than the ones used in Rapporto 2019.
This page of errata corrige has been added in October 2020, all the remaining parts of the WP are
identical.
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̂ 𝐤 by Nace Rev. 2 code
Appendix 1. Values of 𝛗
NACE code

Industry

01, 02, 03
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
05,06,07,08,09 Mining and quarrying
10,11,12
Manufacture of food products; beverages and tobacco products
13,14,15
Manufacture of textiles, wearing apparel, leather and related products
16,17,18
Manufacture of wood, paper, printing and reproduction
19
Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products
20
Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products
21
Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations
22,23
Manufacture of rubber and plastic products and other non-metallic mineral products
24,25
Manufacture of basic metals and fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment
26
Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products
27
Manufacture of electrical equipment
28
Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c.
29,30
Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers, semi-trailers and of other transport equipment
31,32,33
Manufacture of furniture; jewellery, musical instruments, toys; repair & installation of mach. and equip.
35
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
35,36,37,38,39 Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities
41,42,43
Construction
45,46,47
Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
50,51,52,53
Transportation and storage
55,56
Accommodation and food service activities
58,59,60
Information and communication
61
Telecommunications
62,63
Computer programming, consultancy, and information service activities
64,65,66
Financial and insurance activities
68
Real estate activities
69,70,71
Legal and accounting, head offices act.; management consultancy; architectural and engineering act.
72
Scientific research and development
73,74,75
Advertising and market research; other professional, scientific and technical activities; veterinary activities
77,78,79,80,81,82Administrative and support service activities
84
Public administration and defence; compulsory social security
85
Education
86
Human health activities
87,88
Residential care activities and social work activities without accommodation
90,91,92,93
Arts, entertainment and recreation
94,95,96
Other service activities
97,98
Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated producing activities of households for own use
99
Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies
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Estimated depreciation rate
for 4.0 tech. investments
10,1%
10,7%
10,4%
10,7%
10,7%
10,1%
10,2%
10,3%
10,3%
10,4%
10,4%
10,5%
10,8%
10,2%
10,7%
10,3%
10,4%
11,3%
11,1%
11,4%
12,0%
18,6%
19,8%
16,9%
16,8%
13,0%
16,4%
15,2%
13,9%
11,9%
11,1%
14,0%
11,4%
12,2%
11,5%
11,0%
0,0%
0,0%

Appendix 2. Construction of a firm’s degree of digital maturity
To measure the degree of digital maturity three sets of information from the 2018 ICT
survey were retrieved:
1. Dummy for the use of at least one software between ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning), CRM (Customer Relationship Management) e SCM (Supply Chain
Management) in 2016;
2. Dummy for existence of ICT specialists employed in 2016;
3. Dummy for investment in at least two technologies between “Internet of Things’’
(IoT), additive manufacturing, advanced robotics, cloud computing, Big data
analytics, augmented or virtual reality, in the time window 2014-2016.
The five classes of digital maturity are defined as follows:






Very low – Absent conditions (1.), (2.) and (3.);
Low – Present condition (1.); absent conditions (2.) and (3.);
Medium-low – Present conditions (1.) and (2.); absent condition (3.);
Medium-high – Present conditions (1.) and (3.); absent condition (2.);
High – Present conditions (1.), (2.) and (3.).
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